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In explosive stellar environments like supernovae, the
temperatures are high enough for the produ tion of
heavy neutron de ient nu lei, the so- alled p-nu lei.
These are thought to be produ ed in su h s enarios
either through hains of photodisintegration rea tions
like (γ ,n), (γ ,p) and (γ, α) on heavy seed nu lei or by
a re ently suggested me hanism interpreted as the ν p
pro ess[1℄. The pre ise knowledge of the ross se tions
of these rea tions are of ru ial importan e for the predi tion of the p-nu lei abundan es in nu leosynthesis
network al ulations.
At the ELBE bremsstrahlung fa ility, photodisintegration studies on the astrophysi ally relevant p-nu lei
92
Mo and 144 Sm have been performed via the photoa tivation te hnique. All the three types of photodisintegration rea tions were observed for the two
nu lei and in parti ular the (γ, α) rea tions of the
mentioned nu lei were studied for the rst time.
Bremsstrahlung endpoint energies hosen ranged from
10.0 to 16.5 MeV. Details and main results of the photoa tivation studies on 92 Mo are omprised in [2℄.
Samples of ne Sm2 O3 powder (mass ≈ 3 g, diameter
18 mm) were irradiated in the photoa tivation site loated behind the ele tron beam dump together with
an Au sample. During the same experiment, another
Au sample was irradiated at the target position in
the bremsstrahlung ave together with a 11 B sample.
By using the known 197 Au(γ ,n) ross se tion and the
known s attering ross se tion of transitions in 11 B we
ould estimate the photon ux in the ele tron beam
dump. For more details of the experimental setup and
method see, [2, 3℄.
The number of radioa tive nu lei Nact (E0 ) produ ed
in a photoa tivation measurement is proportional to
the integral of the absolute photon ux φγ (E, E0 )
multiplied by the photodisintegration ross se tion
σγ,x (E) from the rea tion threshold energy Ethr up to
the bremsstrahlung spe trum end-point energy E0 :
Nact (E0 ) = Ntar ·

Here Nγ (E0 , Eγ ) denotes the full-energy peak ounts
of the observed transition orre ted for dead-time and
pile-up , ǫ(Eγ ) and p(Eγ ) stand for the absolute fullenergy peak e ien y of the dete tor and the emission
probability of the photon for the energy Eγ , respe tively. The fa tor κcorr a ounts for the de ay losses
during irradiation and measurement and this orre ts
the measured number of de ays to the number of
radioa tive nu lei in the sample.
Measured rea tion yields relative to the 197 Au rea tion yield are as shown in g. 1. The experimental
data are ompared with the yield integrals al ulated
with a simulated thi k-target bremsstrahlung spe trum and photodisintegration ross se tions predi ted
by Hauser-Feshba h models [4, 5℄. The 144 Sm(γ ,n)
rea tion ross se tion is dominant for energies above
10.5 MeV. Sin e 144 Sm(γ ,p) has the rea tion threshold
at 6.3 MeV, it is ne essary to do the experiment with
endpoint energies between 6.3 MeV and 10.5 MeV in
order to measure pure (γ ,p) yields. Experiments in
this regard are in progress.
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The symbol x stands for the emitted parti le (i.e,
n,p or α). Ntar is the number of target atoms in the
sample. Nact (E0 ) an be experimentally determined
with a low-level ounting setup using the HPGe dete tor as
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